Abstract -The simplest form of transportation is walking and it is one of the basic mobility. To understand pedestrian dynamics a number of empirical studies and a series of experiments have been done earlier. Prediction of pedestrian movements is valuable in many contexts as pedestrians are the most vulnerable road users. Under different situations pedestrians behave differently. The required data are collected from both field and experimental analysis considering mix gender pedestrian conditions. This study was conducted in two phases, in the first phase, we conducted the study and the related research works on pedestrian movement i.e. collection of field data and its representation of fundamental diagrams. In the second phase, the pedestrian motion was analyzed under experimental observation which was conducted under ideal conditions, the absence of uncontrollable disturbing factors such as side by side pedestrian movement, tail back effect and overtaking etc. The experimental set up for simple single file pedestrian flow with boundary condition was done in which various disturbing factors are avoided in the experimental studies. Fundamental diagrams of speed-density, speed-flow, flow-density and distance headway-speed were compared with the data collected from field observations. Differences of pedestrian flow in between field observation and conducted experimental observation are studied through hypothesis testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In India the level of versatility in urban and in provincial areas has expanded because of the creation of more mechanized and non-mechanized vehicles. Most of the travel has been proficient by the vehicles yet there are sure places where we need to stroll to achieve our destination. The most fundamental and primary form of human mobility is walking, which is a vital factor for the progress towards human civilization. Human's first mean of transportation is walking. Most of the trips by other type of modes may either begin or end with walking. Although motorized transportation has priority over all other types of transportation systems, but pedestrian flow plays an important consideration in many areas like planning of urban systems, traffic forecasting and operations, land use planning, designing of important public architectures. Better mobility can be provided if there is clear understanding of pedestrian flow. In case of vehicular traffic, separate directions are provided for vehicles by lanes and flow is regulated, whereas pedestrian move in multi direction depending up on their own choice and purpose of the trip etc. The pedestrian flow can be unidirectional or single file motion (where pedestrian movement is in one direction, space between pedestrians in the direction of motion affects pedestrian speed) or bi-directional (where direction of movement is in both directions). Pedestrian movement is highly vulnerable, chaotic and complex in nature. A pedestrian tries to have a most convenient way for movement, So that delays can be minimized by avoiding obstacles and other passing by pedestrians, meant to use an optimal path to attain the destination at a certain time.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Researches formed on pedestrian dynamics has given valuable knowledge to designer of public facility and these studies have helped in better designing of facilities with safety and crowd management. The better understanding of factors affecting pedestrian dynamics requirement increases with the appearance of new well designed public facilities. Based on empirical data several studies on pedestrian flow have been performed to obtain the quantitative analysis of pedestrian flow characteristics. Mostly used observables are speed, flow and density. Many researchers have performed several studies and proposed statistical relationship between these pedestrian flow characteristics which is called as fundamental diagram, which is a major input for designing and planning of pedestrian facilities. Empirically pedestrian crowds have been studied from three decades (Hankin and Wright (1958) Observations and Controlled Experiments corridor was set up with length 17.3m and width 2m framed with chairs and ropes, where entry and exit were demarcated with two ranging rods. Within this measured experimental section gender mix single file pedestrian motion were studied. The groups of pedestrians were asked to walk through the prepared corridor without overtaking, interaction and other disturbing actors. Rudimentary data recorded with the help of photographic procedure of video recording. Besides the experimental studies, a field study has been done at LA Hall inside NIT, Campus. The data were collected with respect to mix gender. The primary aim of this data collection was to observe the variation occurring in pedestrian motion characteristics. Fundamental information recorded by a photographic method of feature recording with the length 17.3m and width 2m of the segment. The video camera was set was situated with an available length from the considered area. In field study area the pedestrian motion is unidirectional. Through the video recording the pedestrian movement is recorded. The entry and exit time for each pedestrians can be manually recorded from the video. In an experimental study the entry and exit were marked with the ranging rods, where as in field study the entry, exit and the outline of the section was marked properly with the chalk powder and tape. The difference between the entry and exit time gives the crossing time for each pedestrian. By acquiring the intersection time of every walker the speed rate can be computed. If Tin is the entry time and Tout is the exit time, where Lo is the total length of the section, then speed (Vp) can measured by the formula given below. Vp = Lo/(Tout-Tin)
(1) After Finding the speeds for each pedestrian, the flow per second is manually counted. Flow characterizes the quantity of passer by going in the watched or considered area every second. Speed, flow and density are interrelated with each other. By finding speed and flow, the density can be found out,From the equation of equilibrium given below Q = v.k (2) Density is the no of pedestrians passing per unit length. If the density is denoted by k and l0 is the unit length and Nf is the no of pedestrians passing by, then density can be given by following equation K = Nf/l0 (3) Flow is the no of pedestrians passing certain length in certain duration by calculating speed and density, flow can be measured from the equilibrium equation shown above.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section shows the collected data analysis and also the acquired results obtained from the study. The first part of the result represents the fundamental relation between the pedestrian dynamics entities. The variations between the relationships of different pedestrian characteristics are studied through the fundamental diagrams. The primary focus is to study the speed-density, flow-density, speed-flow and distance headway-speed relationship for gender mix group under experimental and field observations. The second part of this section gives the comparison results obtained from the Hypothesis tests for different data sets.
Followings are the fundamental diagram for pedestrian mixed gender movement (LA Hall). In the above z test for speed the mean values for variable 1 and variable 2 are 0.75m/s and 0.6 m/s. The two data sets for speed between field and experimental study are considered to be different. The mean speed value obtained is considered as significant. In the above z test for distance headway the mean values for variable 1 and variable 2 are 0.8 m and 0.34 m. The two data sets for distance headway between field and experimental study are considered to be different. The mean distance headway value obtained is considered as extremely significant.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study was conducted to visualize the difference between experimental and field study. The experimental study was done with different pedestrians group for single file movement. Field study is done with respect to mixed gender criteria in this study. Speed, density and flow were manually calculated and the relationship between different pedestrian's characteristics is established for each field study through fundamental diagram. The difference which is existing between the field and experimental study are evaluated by statically hypothesis testing with respect to mixed gender. The significance of each comparison is shown.
In this research, comparisons between experimental and different field observations were done with respect to mixed gender conditions. The comparison for speed and distance headway for mixed gender pedestrians between field (LA Hall, NIT campus) and experimental study (N.I.T campus) were found to be extremely significant. It is found from the hypothesis that for speed the difference is marginal significant and for distance head way the difference was found to be extremely significant.
